	
  

For Immediate Release

Galaxy Entertainment Group Included in Nikkei Asia300 Investable Index
Underlines the unsurpassed financial strengths of Asia’s leading gaming company
Hong Kong and Tokyo, 8th February 2018 — Galaxy Entertainment Group (“GEG” or
the “Group”), (HKEx stock code: 27), Asia’s largest integrated resorts and gaming
company, announced today that it has recently been chosen for inclusion in the Nikkei
Asia300 Investable Index – a newly created index of Asia’s biggest and fastest-growing
companies, which is designed to be used as an underlying index for financial products
such as investment funds.
The Nikkei Asia300 Investable Index comprises 300 Asian listed companies, with
constituents picked by Nikkei as companies to watch in Asia. GEG is the index’s only
Hong Kong listed gaming company and one of only 34 Hong Kong companies
represented. Constituents are selected to reflect the concept of the composite Nikkei
Asia300, an index for reporting, which is calculated as a free-float adjusted market value
index, upon which GEG is also included.
Participation in the Nikkei Asia300 Investable Index and Nikkei Asia300 Index marks a
significant milestone in GEG’s history, as the company embarks upon its bid for an
Integrated Resort license in Japan, and follows the company’s recent announcement of
its plans to develop a world class eco-friendly resort in the Philippines. It is also a direct
reflection of GEG’s exceptionally strong operational and financial performance in recent
years, with group revenue for the 12-month period to September 2017 of US$7.5b.
These results were driven in part by the exceptional performance of its flagship
Integrated Resort Galaxy Macau, which generated US$4.94 billion in gaming revenue
alone during the same period – making Galaxy Macau the most successful resort of its
kind anywhere in the world, as measured by gross gaming revenue (GGR).
GEG’s financial performance has also been recognized by the financial markets with its
stock price rising 90% to around HK$65 since January 2017. GEG now stands as one of
the leading gaming and entertainment companies in the world, boasting the strongest
and most liquid balance sheet in world gaming, a market cap of over US$35 billion and
total cash exceeding US$4.7billion.
“We are very honored to be included in the prestigious Nikkei Asia300 indices alongside
many of Asia’s leading blue chip companies,” said Francis Lui, Vice-Chairman of Galaxy
Entertainment Group. “GEG has been a constituent stock of the Hang Seng Index since
2013, reflecting our status as one of Hong Kong’s largest and fastest growing companies.
However, inclusion in the Nikkei Asia300 indices recognizes our success Internationally
and demonstrates not only the strength of our financial performance and the operational
ability of our management team, but of Galaxy’s important role at the forefront of the
region’s economic growth”, he continued.
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About Galaxy Entertainment Group (HKEx stock code: 27)
Galaxy Entertainment Group (“GEG” or the “Group”) is one of the world’s leading resorts,
hospitality and gaming companies. It primarily develops and operates a large portfolio of
integrated resort, retail, dining, hotels and gaming facilities in Macau. The Group is listed
on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange and is a constituent stock of the Hang Seng Index.
GEG is one of the three original concessionaires in Macau with a successful track record
of delivering innovative, spectacular and award winning properties, products and
services, underpinned by a “World Class, Asian Heart” service philosophy, that has
enabled it to consistently outperform and lead the market in Macau. GEG operates three
flagship destinations in Macau: on Cotai, Galaxy Macau™, one of the world’s largest
integrated destination resorts, and the adjoining Broadway Macau™, a unique landmark
entertainment and food street destination; and on the Peninsula, StarWorld Macau, an
award winning premium property. The Group has the largest undeveloped landbank of
any concessionaire in Macau. When The Next Chapter of its Cotai development are
completed, GEG’s resorts footprint on Cotai will double to more than 2 million square
meters, making the resorts, entertainment and MICE precinct one of the largest and
most diverse integrated destinations in the world. GEG is planning to develop a world
class leisure and recreation destination resort on a 2.7 square kilometer land parcel on
Hengqin adjacent to Macau. This resort will complement GEG’s offer in Macau,
differentiate it from its peers and support Macau in its vision to become a World Centre
of Tourism and Leisure. Additionally, GEG continues to explore international
development opportunities. In July 2015, GEG made a strategic investment in Société
Anonyme des Bains de Mer et du Cercle des Etrangers à Monaco (“Monte-Carlo SBM”),
a world renowned owner and operator of iconic luxury hotels and resorts in the
Principality of Monaco. This partnership includes a mutual commitment to work together
on the development and operation of entertainment businesses including, but not limited
to Integrated Resort (“IR”) projects in the Asia-Pacific region and to enhance the
respective businesses and brands of each company. GEG is committed to delivering
world class unique experiences to its guests and building a sustainable future for the
communities in which it operates. For more information about the Group, please visit
www.galaxyentertainment.com
# # #
For Media Enquiries:
Galaxy Entertainment Group
Investor Relations
Mr. Peter J. Caveny / Ms. Yoko Ku / Ms. Joyce Fung
Tel: +852 3150 1111
Email: ir@galaxyentertainment.com
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